Life: the Missing Dimension in Discipleship is a call to view discipleship in a
way so often overlooked in our modern Western society. It is an
approach that sees Christianity, not as a set of rules to be followed but as
a relationship with the one true God.
To often we view discipleship as telling others what they should be doing
rather than drawing them closer to God, the Discipler. In short we
approach discipleship as something done according to the tree of the
knowledge of Good and evil rather than the Tree of Life.
Through Life: the Missing Dimension in Discipleship you will:


Discover an approach to Christianity based on relationship—not a set
of rules.



Gain an overview of the whole of Scripture and how it all fits together:
from Genesis all the way through to Revelation.



Receive a basic course in practical theology helping you to understand
key Christian truths



Understand the centrality of Christ and His cross—a "Tree of Life" - to
the whole panorama of Scripture.



Learn basic principles of living the Christian life according to the Life
God has already placed within you.

Use it for personal use as a daily devotional or read and reflect together as a
group. Copies available at www.youthtrain.com/online-store/life for $20 + p&p.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Murray has a great gift of synthesis and exposition. In this book he shows what a central
place life occupies in the Bible. You will be rewarded by the study of this book. Through it
you can experience God's life personally, yourself.
- Rev. Rob Yule, former Moderator, Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa New Zealand.
If you are looking to rediscover what solid biblical discipleship is then start here. If you
have run out of ideas for discipleship then this book is the place to explore further. If you
are questioning the notion of discipleship then engage this book and explore the
wonderful depths of Life. If you are struggling to figure out Jesus’ faith and Life for
yourself start a conversation with the biblical characters as Murray presents them.
- Dave Wells, B.Min, MTh, Senior Lecturer Laidlaw College
From readers:
“We have daily devotion times as a church staff, when it comes to my turn, I use 'Life' I
simply read one chapter a week, everyone always enjoys it, and it creates some great
discussion time and prayer focus. I have now moved onto using it for my Young Leaders,
as a devotion before training. It is easy to use, simple to understand and short and to the
point. I HIGHLY recommend reading it, and using it as a devotional guide.”
- Sarah
“Your book is great - so brief and easy to read but hard hitting!”

- Iain

“I am loving your ‘Life’ book - I got to about chapter 4 & decided this is awesome & I need
to get this into our weekly small groups so am about to order bulk supply!”
- Shona
“This is a wonderful, in-touch book that answers this question in a contemporary way. It is
written in such a way that I am using it as a major part of my 2009 Bible Study for our year
9 – 12 youth. “Life” introduces the characters and happenings from Gods Word in such a
way that youth can understand it, grasp it and make it their own.”
- Stu
“I have started reading your book - and I am profoundly blessed and encouraged. My
prayer is this book gets in the hands of countless others, who can benefit as I have, in
reading the truths in it, about what "Life" - not just "life", is really about.”
- Maria
“This book will spur you on to study the Bible more, to search for those hidden nuggets
that only the Holy Spirit will reveal to the spiritual. It is an exciting journey and you will
walk away from the book, desiring to know more of the Lord. You will be inspired to share
"Life" with everyone.”
- Juliet

